RFS Enables Faster Mobile Network Deployment with High-Performance, Next-Generation Jumper Cables

New connectors allow for higher connector density and provide more stable performance in LTE, 5G, and small cell wireless communications networks.

Hanover (Germany), May 5, 2015. Mobile operators worldwide can now deploy LTE, 5G and small cell networks faster with a new family of jumper cables equipped with next-generation connectors from Radio Frequency Systems (RFS), the global wireless and broadcast infrastructure specialist. Based on the 4.3-10 interface standard, the new addition to the RFS product portfolio leverages RFS innovations in Passive Intermodulation (PIM) and cable corrugation to deliver jumpers with the highest voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) and PIM performance available in jumper cables with similar connectors.

“Our new jumper cables are another example of how RFS experience and expertise in cable engineering and production are applied to go beyond industry standards and deliver cabling solutions that provide the highest performance possible to customers,” said Gerhard Wunder, Product Manager, RFS. “RFS is one of very few end-to-end producers of all the ingredients that go into jumper cables. From jackets to connectors, we do it all. So we have complete control of all the variables that must be managed to extract the highest performance from the new 4.3-10 interface standard.”

The new RFS jumper cables based on the 4.3-10 standard are equipped with smaller connectors. The compact design reduces equipment footprint requirements and allows for a higher connector density. The connectors support up to 500 watts at 2 GHz and guarantee a stable, premium VSWR, as well as outstanding and consistent PIM performance. This provides mobile network operators with more flexibility in how they configure the hardware and cabling at base stations and towers, especially with multiband antennas. And the connectors don’t need a minimum coupling torque, so installation can be completed quickly without expensive tools.

RFS jumper cables are based on several decades of cable engineering innovation and manufacturing expertise. RFS invented the corrugation process, which has since become the industry standard for mobile network cables and RFS continues to extend the limits of cable performance with innovations that improve attenuation.

All RFS jumper cables are optimized to deliver the highest performance in deployed networks. For example, RFS CELLFLEX® Factory-Fit Jumper Cables feature an innovative soldered-on connector and are produced through a unique manufacturing process that is optimized to produce premium VSWR and PIM level performance.

The new RFS jumper cables fulfill the installation requirements for LTE and small cell deployments and are future-ready for 5G deployments. To simplify installation, the jumpers are available with either...
a male knurled coupling nut for hand screw installation or a male hexagonal coupling nut for torque wrench installation.

**Trademarks:** RFS® is a registered trademark of Radio Frequency Systems. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

**About RFS**
Radio Frequency Systems (RFS) is a global designer and manufacturer of cable, antenna and tower systems, plus active and passive RF conditioning modules, providing total-package solutions for outdoor and indoor wireless infrastructure.

RFS serves OEMs, distributors, system integrators, operators and installers in the broadcast, wireless communications, land-mobile and microwave market sectors. As an ISO compliant organization with manufacturing and customer service facilities that span the globe, RFS offers cutting-edge engineering capabilities, superior field support and innovative product design. RFS is a leader in wireless infrastructure.

For more information: [www.rfsworld.com](http://www.rfsworld.com); follow us on [Twitter](https://twitter.com).
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